We investigate the relationship among several popular end-member extraction algorithms, including N-FINDR, the simplex growing algorithm (SGA), vertex component analysis (VCA), automatic target generation process (ATGP), and fully constrained least squares linear unmixing (FCLSLU). We analyze the fundamental equivalence in the searching criteria of the simplex volume maximization and pixel spectral signature similarity employed by these algorithms. We point out that their performance discrepancy comes mainly from the use of a dimensionality reduction process, a parallel or sequential implementation mode, or the imposition of certain constraints. Instructive recommendations in algorithm selection for practical applications are provided.
Introduction
Linear unmixing is a common practice in remote sensing image analysis. Linear mixture analysis is particularly useful in the understanding of a hyperspectral image, because its high dimensionality relaxes the dimensionality limitation when linear mixture analysis is applied on traditional multispectral imagery. In many practical circumstances when end-member signatures are unknown, these signatures have to be estimated in an unsupervised fashion. End-member extraction algorithms are designed for this purpose.
Many end-member extraction algorithms identify distinctive pixels from the image data set itself as end-member signatures owing to mathematical tractability. They implicitly assume that pure pixels are present in an image scene. These algorithms may use different criteria when searching for distinctive pixels. Two major criteria are multidimensional geometry-based simplex volume maximization and pixel spectral signature similarity. The well-known N-FINDR algorithm employs the first criterion, and it is based on the fact that in a p-dimensional space the p-volume simplex formed by the purest pixels has a larger volume than any other volume defined by any other combination of pixels [1] . In the second criterion, a certain pixel spectral similarity metric is defined. For instance, the automatic target generation process (ATGP) [2] searches the most distinctive pixels by using the orthogonal subspace projection (OSP) approach [3] , and the pixel whose projection in the orthogonal subspace of a set of pixels is the one most dissimilar to these pixels will be selected as an end member. Vertex component analysis (VCA) is similar to ATGP in adopting the idea of OSP maximization to search the vertices for a simplex [4] . Fully constrained least squares linear unmixing (FCLSLU) finds the end members by using the linear mixture model, and the pixel whose linear combination from a set of pixels is the one most dissimilar to these pixels will be selected as an end member [5] .
The algorithms for end-member extraction may also differ in the implementation mode: i.e., parallel or sequential. In the parallel model, end members are determined simultaneously; in the sequential mode, end members are determined one after another. If the parallel mode is used, then the number of end members to be selected needs to be predetermined before algorithm execution; if the sequential mode is used, the algorithm can be terminated or reexecuted with greater flexibility. The original N-FINDR algorithm is implemented in the parallel mode, and its sequential version is the simplex growing algorithm (SGA) [6] . In general, the sequential mode involves lower computational complexity, while the parallel mode may be more effective in extracting distinctive pixels.
End-member extraction algorithms may also differ in data preprocessing steps. For instance, the original N-FINDR algorithm must apply a dimensionality reduction process, such as the minimum noise fraction (MNF) transform; [7] otherwise, it cannot calculate a simplex volume due to the mathematical formula it chooses; SGA needs a dimensionality reduction process as well since it basically is the sequential version of N-FINDR. VCA also applies the MNF transform, but the ATGP and FLCLSLU do not. Obviously, a dimensionality reduction process can significantly decrease computational complexity. In the experiment, we will also show that dimensionality reduction can actually improve end-member extraction performance through information compaction.
The contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.
1. We analyze the theoretical relationship between the criteria of simplex volume maximization and pixel spectral signature similarity and prove their fundamental equivalence (except for a normalization term) through simple but rigorous matrix operations.
2. We relax the limitation of data dimensionality when implementing the original N-FINDR, and our analysis results in four different versions of N-FINDR, i.e., with or without dimensionality reduction and with parallel or sequential mode.
3. We demonstrate that the performance discrepancy of the aforementioned algorithms are due mainly to the implementation strategy (rather than searching criteria); based on experimental results, instructive recommendations on algorithm selection are provided. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 briefly reviews the end-member extraction algorithms to be investigated or compared. Section 3 provides the mathematical derivation for the theoretical equivalence among simplex volume maximization, OSP maximization, and linear estimation error maximization and proposes three additional versions of N-FINDR. Section 4 presents experimental comparison for the four versions of N-FINDR and other end-member extraction algorithms. Section 5 summarizes their performance and draws the conclusions.
Brief Reviews of End-Member Extraction Algorithms

A. N-FINDR Algorithm
The basic idea of the original N-FINDR algorithm is to find the pixels that can construct a simplex with the maximum volume, and these pixels will be considered end members. Because of the mathematical intractability, only an estimate of the optimal solution can be found. A greedy-type algorithm can be described as follows.
1. Let n þ 1 be the number of end members to be generated. The original l-dimensional hyperspectral image is reduced to n dimensions by using the MNF transform.
2. Let ðe
0 ; e
1 ; e
2 ; …; e ð0Þ n Þ be a set of initial vectors randomly selected from the data. The volume of the simplex constructed by these vectors can be calculated as
where 4. The algorithm is stopped when all the pixels are tested.
Note that the dimensionality reduction process is needed for the N-FINDR algorithm because it uses Eq. (1) to calculate the simplex volume, and the E in Eq. (1) needs to be a square matrix in order for its determinant to exist.
B. Simplex Growing Algorithm
The SGA is a sequential version of N-FINDR. Its steps can be described as follows.
1. Perform the MNF transform on the original data.
2. Initial the algorithm with a pixel, say, the one with the maximum norm; denote it e 0 .
3. For each pixel vector r, find the simplex volume when ðe 0 ; rÞ are vertices of a simplex. The r yielding the maximum volume is considered e 1 .
4. Continue the algorithm until the number of end members is enough.
In addition to the sequential mode that SGA uses, another major difference from N-FINDR is that when searching the ith end member SGA uses the first i − 1 principal components (PCs) of the MNF transformed data, while N-FINDR always uses the first n PCs if the number of end members to be extracted is n þ 1. Therefore, the volume of the simplex constructed by the SGA-extracted end members is much smaller than that of the N-FINDR-extracted end members. But the computational load of SGA is much lower than that of N-FINDR.
C. Automatic Target Generation Process
The basic idea of the ATGP is to search the most distinctive pixels by using the following pixel spectral similarity metric: the pixel whose projection in the orthogonal subspace of other pixels is the most dissimilar pixel. The detailed algorithm is the following.
1. Select an initial signature, denoted e 0 . 2. Apply the OSP operator P ⊥ e 0 to all pixel vectors r. Set i ¼ 0 and U 0 ¼ e 0 . Here,
where I is an identity matrix. 3. Find the first end-member signature, denoted e 1 , which has the maximum orthogonal projection
Find the ith end member at the ith stage by
rÞg, where the endmember signature matrix U i−1 ¼ ½e 1 e 2 …e i−1 is generated at the ði − 1Þth stage.
5. Terminate the algorithm if the number of extracted end members is enough, or go to step 4 for the next end member.
D. Vertex Component Analysis
The VCA algorithm is very similar to the ATGP, although it originates from the concept of the simplex. It uses the OSP criterion to find pixels that can be used as the vertices of a simplex, but it includes a dimensionality reduction process before end-member extraction, while the ATGP does not.
E. Fully Constrained Least Squares Linear Unmixing
The basic idea of FCLSLU is to search the most distinctive pixels by using the following pixel spectral similarity metric: the pixel that is most different from its reconstructed version (generated by the linear combination of existing end members and their abundances) is the most dissimilar pixel. Here, a linear combination is considered to be optimal if the reconstruction error is minimum in the least squares sense. The detailed algorithm is the following.
1. Select an initial signature denoted e 0 . Set i ¼ 0 and U 0 ¼ e 0 .
2. Assume all other pixel vectors in the image scene are made up of e 0 with 100% abundance. Calculate the least squares error between each pixel and e 0 .
3. Find the first end-member pixel e 1 that has the largest least squares error. Set i ¼ 1 and
4. Find the ith end member at the ith stage by e i ¼ argfmin r ‖r − U i−1αi−1 ‖g, where the end-member signature matrix U i−1 ¼ ½e 1 e 2 …e i−1 is generated at the ði − 1Þth stage andα i−1 ¼ ðα 1α2 …α i−1 Þ T is the estimated abundance vector according to the FCLSLU algorithm [5] .
Relationship between Algorithms Based on Simplex Volume Maximization and Pixel Similarity
In this section, we will show that the criterion of simplex volume maximization in end-member extraction is equivalent to the criterion of pixel spectral similarity using OSP and pixel linear estimation.
A. N-FINDR versus Gram-Schmidt Orthogonalization
For an n simplex in n-dimensional space with vertices ðe 0 ; e 1 ; e 2 ; …; e n Þ, its volume is
whereÊ ¼ ðe 1 − e 0 ; e 2 − e 0 ; …; e n − e 0 Þ. This is easy to understand, since we know that E in Eq. (1) andÊ in Eq. (3) have the same determinant because of a property of matrix determinants: a matrix determinant is not changed by adding a multiple of one row to another row or a multiple of one column to another column. So Eq. (3) is equivalent to Eq. (1) in simplex volume computation. Note that ðe 1 − e 0 ; e 2 − e 0 ; …; e n − e 0 Þ are vertices of an n simplex formed by the origin and these n vertices (i.e., shifting the origin to e 0 ). Since j detðÊÞj ¼ ½detðÊ TÊ Þ 1=2 , j detðÊÞj can be calculated by the following Gram determinant [8] :
where a 1 ¼ e 1 − e 0 , a 2 ¼ e 2 − e 0 , . . . . . . a n ¼ e n − e 0 . A simple method to calculate the Gram determinant is based on orthogonal vectors. Let ðâ 1 ;â 2 ; …;â n Þ be the corresponding vectors of ða 1 ; a 2 ; …; a n Þ after a GramSchmidt orthogonalization process. Then Eq. (4) becomes
Although Eqs. (1) and (3)- (5) are equivalent in evaluating the matrix determinant and simplex volume, there are some fundamental differences: when using Eqs. (1) or (3) to evaluate the simplex volume, one has to have ðn − 1Þ-dimensional data to extract n end members (in order to have a square matrix for determinant computation); if Eqs. (4) and (5) are used, no such problem exists, since the matrices in Eqs. (4) and (5) (5) implies that the simplex with the largest volume is constructed by pixels with the maximum norm after mutual orthogonalization. This concept can be used for end-member extraction: the pixel that has the maximum norm after being orthogonalized to the existing end members is the most dissimilar pixel and should be selected as an additional end member.
Note that there is a normalization term (−e 0 ) in Eqs. (3)- (5). It means that the origin of all the pixels are shifted to e 0 . In a parallel mode, it does not have any effect. But in a sequential mode, it may bring about performance variation.
B. Gram-Schimdt Orthogonalization versus Orthogonal Subspace Projection
In Appendix A, it is shown that Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization is equivalent to OSP. In other words, orthogonalizing a vector to other vectors is equivalent to projecting this vector to the orthogonal subspace of other vectors; the subspace constructed by a set of vectors in OSP is the same one constructed by these vectors after orthogonalization. Thus, endmember extraction algorithms using the criteria based on Gram-Schmidt orthogonalization and OSP are theoretically the same. Since the original N-FINDR algorithm can be implemented with all the bands if Eq. (4) or (5) is used to evaluate a simplex volume, the N-FINDR algorithm may yield results similar to the ATGP algorithm.
C. Orthogonal Subspace Projection versus Unconstrained-Least-Squares-Based Linear Prediction
In Appendix B, it is shown that OSP is equivalent to the unconstrained least squares linear unmixing (UCLSLU) estimation. In other words, when a set of pixels is used to estimate another pixel, the residual from the unconstrained least squares estimation is the same as the projection onto the orthogonal subspace of these pixels. Therefore, the criteria of OSP maximization and linear estimation error maximization bring about the same result in end-member extraction. The only difference in FCLSLU is that it imposes the sum-to-one and nonnegativity constraints on the end-member abundances (i.e., linear estimation coefficients). This is why it may produce a different result from the ATGP algorithm.
D. Different Versions of N-FINDR
Based on the preceding analysis, the simplex volume maximization criterion used in the original N-FINDR algorithm is the same as the OSP maximization criterion used in the ATGP and VCA algorithms for distinctive pixel search, which in turn is equivalent to the linear estimation error maximization criterion used in the FCLSLU algorithm (if the constraints are not imposed on abundances or estimation coefficients). However, the results from these algorithms may be slightly different. This is due mainly to the method of algorithm implementation, i.e., the use of a data preprocessing step (e.g., dimensionality reduction), and sequential mode or parallel mode.
Therefore, different versions of N-FINDR can be proposed: the one in the sequential mode with all the bands (denoted "S/All"), the one in the sequential mode with the MNF-transformed PCs (denoted "S/ MNF"), the one in the parallel mode with all the bands (denote "P/All"), and the original N-FINDR in the parallel mode with the MNF-transformed PCs (denoted "P/MNF"). This is possible because Eqs. (4) and (5) relax the dimensionality limitation in the evaluation of simplex volume.
The detailed algorithm in the sequential mode with all the bands (S/All) can be described as follows, while others can be proposed accordingly.
a. Initial the algorithm using the pixel with the largest norm as e 0 .
b. Find the pixel that is farthest from e 0 as e 1 ; letê 1 ¼ e 1 − e 0 .
c. For each pixel r, normalize it asr ¼ ðr − e 0 Þ; the pixel r that yields the maximum volume of ðê 1 ;rÞ using Eq. (4) will be selected as the second end member e 2 .
d. To find the third end member, calculate the volume from ðê 1 ;ê 2 ;rÞ and find the pixel that has the maximum volume as e 3 .
e. Continue the algorithm until the number of end members is enough.
It is also noteworthy that the ATGP algorithm is similar to the N-FINDR (S/All), except that the pixels are normalized by one of the end members during the evaluation process in the N-FINDR (S/All); the SGA is similar but not identical to the N-FINDR (S/MNF) as we propose here because N-FINDR (S/MNF) always uses the same number of PCs for all the endmember extraction, but the number of PCs used in the SGA is changed in each step.
Experiments
A. HYDICE
The HYDICE (hyperspectral digital imagery collection experiment) Forest subimage scene of size 64 × 64 shown in Fig. 1(a) was collected in Maryland in 1995 from a flight altitude of 10; 000 ft with an about 1:5 m spatial resolution. The spectral coverage is 0:4-2:5 μm. The water absorption and low signalto-noise ratio bands were removed, reducing the data dimensionality from 210 to 169. This scene includes 15 panels arranged in a 5 × 3 matrix. The three panels in the same row p ia , p ib , p ic were made from the same material of sizes 3 m × 3 m, 2 m × 2 m, and 1 m × 1 m, respectively, which can be considered one class, P i , for 1 ≤ i ≤ 5. The pixel-level ground truth map in Fig. 1(b) shows the precise locations of pure panel pixels. A satisfying end-member extraction algorithm should be able to quickly extract the pure pixels corresponding to these five panel classes.
First, we evaluated the performance of the four N-FINDR algorithms. As shown in Fig. 2 , all of these four versions can extract these five panel signatures (as indicated in red circles). Here, the number of end members to be extracted, p, is set to be 20, and 20 MNF-transformed PCs were used when dimensionality reduction was needed. Note that all the versions except the one using sequential mode with 20 PCs (S/MNF) extracted the five panel signatures in the leftmost column.
To further compare the performance of these algorithms, we changed the value of p from 5 to 20 and kept the number of PCs from the MNF transform equal to p (when dimensionality reduction was involved); then we counted how many different types of panel signature were accurately extracted. When p is smaller, a sequential mode algorithm needs fewer iterations to complete the searching process, and a parallel mode algorithm needs less computational times. An algorithm is considered better if it can find more different types of panel signature (here, the maximum is 5) with a smaller p, because this means that it can more efficiently find distinctive pixels with great importance. The result is listed in Table 1 , where the implementation details of SGA, VCA, ATGP, and FCLSLU are specified similarly as for N-FINDR. In addition, Table 2 lists the minimum value of p that is required for an end-member extraction algorithm to find all five panel signatures, which is denoted p req . An algorithm is considered better if p req is smaller.
As shown in Tables 1 and 2 , the N-FINDR algorithms using the MNF transformed PCs are better than the ones using all the original bands, and the N-FINDR algorithms using the parallel mode are slightly better than the ones using the sequential mode. The SGA result was worse than the N-FINDR (S/MNF) because the number of PCs that the original SGA can use is equal to i − 1 when the ith end member is being extracting, greatly limiting the amount of spectral information that is available in the evaluation of pixel similarity. The VCA algorithm provides a better result than the ATGP algorithm. Since the VCA and ATGP are very similar, except that the former uses the MNF-based dimensionality reduction and the latter uses all the original bands, this result further confirms that the MNF-based dimensionality reduction can improve the performance in end-member extraction. The FCLSLU algorithm performed the worst and could not extract all five panel signatures even when p was set to be 20; according to Table 2 , its associated p req is as large as 49. This means that it may be unnecessary to impose the constraints on abundances (i.e., estimation coefficients) in finding dissimilar pixels. This is intuitive, because it does not make sense to force these constraints to be satisfied when the end-member information (i.e., the number of end members and their signatures) used in the linear mixture model greatly deviates from that in the actual mixing process; these two constraints should be automatically satisfied when the retrieved endmember information is close to the real information during the actual mixing process [9] .
According to Section 3, the VCA algorithm is close to N-FINDR (S/MNF) except that in N-FINDR (S/ MNF) the pixel signature is normalized by one of the end-member signatures during the searching process; the results listed in Tables 1 and 2 did show the closeness. Similarly, the ATGP algorithm is close to N-FINDR (S/All). Note that in this experiment all the algorithms extracted very similar panel pixels as end members. In the following two experiments, we compare the algorithms on the capability of extracting the most distinctive end-member signatures.
B. AVIRIS Cuprite Experiment
The Airborne Visible/Infrared Imaging Spectrometer (AVIRIS) Cuprite subimage scene of size 350 × 350 shown in Fig. 3 was collected in Nevada in 1997. The spatial resolution is 20 m. Originally it had 224 bands with a 0:4-2:5 μm spectral range. After water absorption and low signal-to-noise ratio bands were removed, 189 bands were left. This image scene is well understood mineralogically. There are five major minerals present: alunite (A), buddingtonite (B), calcite (C), kaolinite (K), and muscovite (M). The approximate spatial locations of these minerals are marked in Fig. 3 .
Since the ground truth of end-member signatures for this scene is available, the extracted end members using the eight algorithms were compared with those using spectral angles. The performance is considered to be better if the average spectral angle is smaller. As listed in Table 3 , all the MNF versions provided better performance than the corresponding versions with all the bands (e.g., N-FINDR (P/MNF) versus N-FINDR (P/All), N-FINDR (S/MNF) versus N-FINDR (S/All), and VCA (S/MNF) versus ATGP (S/All)); N-FINDR (P/MNF) was better than N-FINDR (S/MNF), while N-FINDR (P/All) performed similarly to N-FINDR (S/All); FCLSLU performed the worst.
C. AVIRIS Lunar Lake Experiment
The AVIRIS Lunar Lake subimage scene of size 200 × 200 is shown in Fig. 4 . After water absorption and low signal-to-noise ratio bands were removed, 158 bands were left. There were six end members present: cinder (C), playa lake (P), rhyolite (R), shade (S), vegetation (V), and an anomaly (A). The approximate spatial locations of these minerals are marked in Fig. 4 .
In this case, no ground truth about end-member signature is available. Thus, we compared the similarity between extracted end members by using average spectral angle and simplex volume. An algorithm is considered to be better if the extracted end members are more different with a larger spectral angle and larger simplex volume. As listed in Table 4 , when the spectral angle was used as the metric, all the MNF versions provided better performance than the corresponding versions with all the bands; N-FINDR (P/MNF) was better than N-FINDR (S/ MNF), while N-FINDR (P/All) did worse than N-FINDR (S/All); FCLSLU performed the worst. As listed in Table 5 , all the MNF versions provided a larger simplex volume than the counterparts without dimensionality reduction, and all the parallel versions performed better than the corresponding sequential versions.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have analyzed the relationship between the criteria of simplex volume maximization and pixel spectral similarity in end-member extraction. When using OSP maximization or linear estimation error maximization as criteria to find the most dissimilar pixel, they are theoretically equivalent to simplex volume maximization (except a term of normalization). The importance of this finding is that the simplex dimensionality will not be limited by the data dimensionality. As a result, the original N-FINDR algorithm can be implemented in four different versions.
This finding also helps us understand the key reasons for the performance discrepancy among different end-member extraction algorithms: they may use either the sequential mode or parallel mode to extract end members; they may use or not use a dimensionality reduction process; they may include some special constraints. The parallel mode may provide better performance than the sequential mode, but its computational complexity is much higher, since all the end-member replacements need to be evaluated in each step. So there is a trade-off to be balanced. When data dimensionality is reduced, the computational load from the parallel mode is acceptable in most cases. Quite often, a dimensionality reduction process is used for the purpose of computational complexity reduction. Here we find that this process actually can improve the performance because it compresses the important data information into the major PCs and reduces the sensitivity of trivial spectral variation in pixel similarity evaluation. Thus, it is better to choose an algorithm with a dimensionality reduction process for end-member extraction. If the computational time is not a concern, the parallel mode is a better choice; otherwise, the sequential mode should be used.
The FCLSLU algorithm actually adopts the linear estimation error maximization criterion. It imposes constraints on linear estimation coefficients, which makes it too sensitive to trivial spectral variation. If no constraints are imposed, it becomes the UCL-SLU algorithm (unconstrained least squares linear unmixing), which actually is the ATGP algorithm, whose performance is better.
Designate Z 2 ¼ ½Z 1 a 2 . Using the result in Eqs. (A3) and (A4),â
This means the orthogonalizedâ 3 is basically the projection of a 3 onto the orthogonal subspace of the previous vectors a 1 and a 2 . The same conclusion can be drawn when the number of vectors is greater than three.
